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EVERY TUESDAY AT 5 P.M. ET

LIVE AT 5 ET: YOU ASK, WE ANSWER!
FOR PRINCIPALS AND SUPERINTENDENTS WHO HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT LEADING LEARNING DURING COVID-19
JOIN THE MEETING AT NAESP.ORG/COVID19

Moderators:
Eric Cardwell (NAESP)  
Gail Pletnick (AASA)
Leading Virtual Learning Communities:
School Nutrition and Summer Enrichment Activities During COVID-19

Join us Thursday, May 14 from 2-3 p.m. ET.
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Purpose for This Series

● NAESP's real-time response to meet members needs

● Topics will be driven from membership and current context of leading

● Participants will receive a roster of attendees and related links to resources shared during the event
#PrincipalingInPlace Challenge

Woohoo! Congratulations!!

When #PrincipalingInPlace and setting up the new WiFi hubs in your home offices, you schedule a family Zoom meeting (and wear ridiculous face masks)...

#TheFamilyThatZoomsTogether
@JessicaCabeen @DrRachaelGeorge @_AndyJacks @KasNelson @NAESP

Liz Garden
@PrincipalGarden

Sometimes parenting in a pandemic looks and feels like this! #PrincipalingInPlace @NAESP @KasNelson @JessicaCabeen @_AndyJacks @DrRachaelGeorge
Special Guest:
Tales from a Leader: Ways to infuse literacy into your virtual leading

Todd Nesloney
@techNinjaTodd
Limiting the Love of Literacy

Poll #1 Question: What do you feel limits the love of literacy?

• Accelerated Reader
• Mandated Books
• Lack of access
• Apathy (from adults and children)
• It’s just not “fun”

(Why? Use the Chat box to write in your response. Be sure to send to ‘all panelists and attendees’.)
Literacy at School

• Daily Announcements
• Classroom Libraries
• Class Guest Readers
• Secret Society of Readers
• Book Prom
• Book Character Day
Poll #2 Question: Which one of those ideas is something you can take back in the fall?

- Daily Announcements
- Signs on the Door
- Building Up Classroom Libraries
- Secret Society of Readers
- Book prom
- Book Character Day
- Literacy O’ Lanterns
- Class Guest Readers
- Other
Obstacles Exist

• Access
• Resources
• Technology
• Emotional and Financial Turmoil
Literacy Looks Different Virtually

- Email Signature
- #30SecondBookTalk
- Virtual Readings

- Author Chats
- Guest Readers
- Instagram Live
Representation Matters

Questions to consider…

• What characters are typically the focus of books that you read/share?
• What are the stories you’re drawn to?
• How can you push yourself out of your reading comfort zone?
• How can you grow?
Books Worth Sharing
Oh and one more…
Thank you!

Connect with me!

Twitter & IG
@TechNinjaTodd

Facebook
Facebook.com/toddnesloney

YouTube
Youtube.com/toddnesloney

Website/Blog
www.toddnesloney.com
Principal(ing) in Place Challenge:

Post the cover of a book you can’t wait to dive into!

Tag us and use #NAESP to win!

@JessicaCabeen  @DrRachaelGeorge  @_andyjacks  @techninjatodd
Next week’s topic:
PPE: Parental Participation and Engagement

Guest Presenter

Dr. Ryan Daniel
@HeyDrDaniel
Principal of Chillum Elementary School